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23.

ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF ELLIPTIC FONCTIONS.

[From the Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, vol. xxvii. (1845), pp. 424—427.]

In a former paper [19] 1 gave a proof of Jacobi’s theorem, which I suggested [21]
would lead to the resolution of the very important problem of finding the relation
between the complete functions. This is in fact effected by the formulæ there given, 
but there is an apparent indeterminateness in them, the cause of which it is necessary 
to explain, and which I shall now show to be inhérent in the problem. For the sake
of supplying an omission, for the détection of which I am indebted to Mr Bronwin,
I will first recapitulate the steps of the démonstration.

If ⅜ ω, jυ (1) be the complete functions corresponding to φ, x, then this function 
is expressible in the form

Let P be any prime number, μ, v integers not divisible by p, and

The function 

is always reducible to the form

* Analogous to the K, K'i of M. Jacobi. 
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and thus φιΧ is an inverse function, the complete functions of which are ⅜ ω', ⅜ υ : and 
ω', υ are connected with ω, v by the équations

a, β, a.', ë' being any integers subject to the conditions that a, are odd and a.', ë 
even : also

l, Γ being any integers whatever. In tact, to prove this, we hâve only to consider 
the general form of a factor in the numerator of Omitting a constant factor,
this is 

and it is to be shown that we can always satisfy the équation 

or the équations 

and also that to each set of values of m, n, r, there is a unique set of values of 
m, n, and vice versa. This is donc in the paper referred to. Moreover, with the 
suppositions just made as to the numbers a, ë' being odd and a, ë even, it is obvions 
that m' is odd or even, according as m is, and n' according as n is, which shows 
that we can likewise satisfy 

and thus the denominator of is also reducible to the required form.

Now proceeding to the immediate object of this paper, a, b, a, ë', and consequently 
<λ', v are to a certain extent indeterminate, Let Λ, B, Λ', B' ba a particular set of 
values of a, ë, a, ë', and 0, P the corresponding values of ω', v. We hâve evidently 
■4, B' odd and √1', ,β even. Also
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By eliminating ω, υ from these équations and the former System, it is easy to obtain 

where

The coefficients a, b, a', b' are integers, as is obvions from the équation μ{αΒ—€Ά) 
≈p(L'a-lΛ'), and the ∙others analogous to it ; moreover, a, b' axe odd and a', b are 
even, and 

that is

Hence the theorem,—“ The general values ω', υ' of the complete fonctions are 
linearly connected with the particular System of values 0, U by the équations, 
ω' = αO÷δC7^, υ=a'0 + VU, in which a, b' are odd integers and a', b even ones, 
satisfying the condition ab'— a'b = l.”

With this relation between 0, U and ω', v, it is easy to show that the fonction 
φγΰΒ is precisely the same, whether 0, U or a>, v be taken for the complete fonctions. 
In fact, stating the proposition relatively to φx, we hâve,—“ The inverse fonction φx 
is not altered by the change of ω, v into ω', v', where ω' = αω + βυ, v = α'ω + ë'v, 
and a, a', & satisfy the conditions that a, are odd, a', € even, and = 1.”
This is immediately shown by writing 

or

It is obvions that to each set of values of m, n there is a unique set of values of 
m', n', and vice versâ : also that odd or even values of w, m' ot n, n' always corre
spond to each. It is, in fact, the preceding reasoning applied to the case of p = 1.

Hence finally the theorem,—“ The only conditions for determining ω', υ are the 
équations 

where a, ê' are odd and a', € even, and 

l and V arbitrary integers : and it is absolutely indifferent what System of values is 
adopted for ω', υ', the value of φ^x is precisely the same.”
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We dérivé from the above the somewhat singular conclusion, that the complete 
functions are not absolutely determinate functions of the modulus ; notwithstanding 
that they are given by the apparently determinate conditions,

In fact definite intégrais are in many cases really indeterminate, and acquire 
different values according as we consider the variable to pass through real values, or 
through imaginary ones. Where the limite are real, it is tacitly supposed that the 
variable passes through a succession of real values, and thus to, v may be considered 
as completely determined by these équations, but only in conséquence of this tacit 
supposition. If c and e are imaginary, there is absolutely no System of values to be 
selected for ω, v in preference to any other System, The only remaining difficulty is 
to show from the intégral itself, independently of the theory of elliptic functions, that 
such intégrais contain an indeterminateness of two arbitrary integers; and tbis difficulty 
is equally great in the simples! cases. Why, à priori, do the functions 

contain a single indeterminate integer?

Obs. I am of course aware, that in treating of the properties of such products as 
n(i + i if is absolutely necessary to pay attention to the relations between

the infinite limiting values of m and n ; and that this introduces certain exponential 
factors, to which no allusion has been made. But these factors always disappear from 
the quotient of two such products, and to hâve made mention of them would only 
hâve been embarrassing the démonstration without necessity.
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